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Abstract 
This paper describes measurements that demonstrate the significant performance 
improvements available to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne clients as a result of recent POWER6™ 
processor, IBM i 6.1, and WebSphere® Application Server 6.1 product announcements.  In 
addition to impressive reductions in processor and memory requirements for web-based clients, 
test results show more than a 30% reduction in UBE (batch) elapsed times. 

 

Introduction 
Customers are always looking for ways to improve the price/performance of their IT systems.  IBM has 
made several announcements that are very relevant to improving price/performance for JD Edwards 
EnterpriseOne environments on IBM System i™ and IBM Power™ Systems using IBM i. 

In April 2008, IBM introduced the first of a new generation of IBM Power Systems that will provide  
System i and System p™ customers with a single, unified line of servers with simplified pricing, increased 
application choice and reduced energy and administration costs.  The first products to debut from this 
new line are designed for small and medium businesses (SMBs).  They include the IBM Power 520 
Express which is an affordable POWER6 processor-based server for businesses running distributed 
applications, databases and core business solutions.  

In January 2008, IBM announced a new major release of the i5/OS operating system, i V6R1.  Together 
with the POWER6 processor technology, it provides the range of enhancements customers would expect 
in a new major release including significant improvements to Java™ performance and conversion of 
programs to improve their performance.  As part of the Power Systems announcement, this operating 
system release is now called IBM i 6.1.  In May 2008, Oracle announced support for the JD Edwards 
EnterpriseOne on i 6.1 with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools 8.97 update 1 (8.97.1.0). 

In 2007, IBM announced WebSphere Application Server 6.1 which provide the same functionality as 
WebSphere Application Server 6.0 but has two key differences.  First, it uses a new Java implementation 
called “IBM Technology for Java” which is based on the same technology used by IBM on other system 
platforms.  Secondly, it provides a 32-bit implementation which can offer performance improvements and 
reduces memory requirements for many applications.  Oracle supports the use of WebSphere Application 
Server 6.1 in environments which utilize V5R4 of i5/OS and either JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools 
8.96.3 or JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools 8.97. 

These announcements demonstrate IBM's continued commitment to improving the price/performance of 
customer environments running JD Edwards EnterpriseOne software on i.  This paper will discuss the 
performance benefits of these enhancements by providing performance comparisons between a baseline 
environment and a new environment based on a Power 520 Express server running i 6.1. 
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Power 520 Express performance tests 

 Test objectives 

The objective of these tests was to evaluate the performance improvements derived from POWER6 
processor technology, i 6.1, and WebSphere Application Server 6.1.  This comparison was accomplished 
by comparing the performance results of the IBM System i 515 Express running V5R4 of i5/OS with the 
new IBM Power 520 Express running i 6.1.  These tests also highlight the improvements in performance 
between WebSphere Application Server 6.0 and WebSphere Application Server 6.1. 

All three enhancements to this environment were expected to show performance improvements.  The 
adoption of POWER6 technology was expected to demonstrate continued scaling of JD Edwards 
EnterpriseOne with CPW and potentially produce additional performance improvements due to faster 
processor clock rates. 

i 6.1 was also expected to have a positive impact on performance due to program conversion.  Because a 
relatively large portion of the processor resources for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne environments is spent in 
application programs, the improved performance of those programs should have a positive impact on 
overall system performance.  In addition, the program conversion provides greater system integrity and 
takes better advantage of evolving system and processor capabilities.  For additional information, see the 
Resources section of this document.  

WebSphere Application Server 6.1 which uses “IBM Technology for Java” and a 32-bit implementation 
was expected to show a reduction in both processor and memory requirements when compared to 
WebSphere Application Server 6.0 which uses a 64-bit implementation. 

 

Test configurations 

All tests in this document used an “All on i” configuration in which the three major components of the JD 
Edwards EnterpriseOne environment are run in the same i partition.  These three components are the JD 
Edwards EnterpriseOne Application Server, the IBM DB2® for IBM i Database Server, and the JD 
Edwards EnterpriseOne HTML Web Server. 

The following table shows the configuration information for the two system environments used for the 
performance testing.  Note that they are comparable configurations in terms of processor, memory, and 
disk configuration.  Both are nominal entry level configurations. 
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 System i 515 Express Power 520 Express 

Processor 

    Technology 

    Clock Rate 

    CPW 

1 processor 

POWER5 

1.9 Ghz 

3800 

1 processor 

POWER6 

4.2 Ghz 

4300 

Memory 6 GB 6 GB 

Disk 

    Number of Arms 

    Disk Controller 

    Write Cache Size 

    Disk Protection 

 

8 

5727 SCSI  

40 MB 

RAID5 

 

6 

5679 SAS 

175 MB 

RAID5 

Software 

    Operating System 

    WebSphere Application Server 

    JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 

 

i5/OS V5R4 

6.0 

8.12 / 8.96_C1 

 

i 6.1 

6.1 

8.12 / 8.96_C1 

Table 1 - Comparison of system configurations 

 

Test methodology 

Three separate test scenarios were used for the comparison between the System i 515 Express and the 
Power 520 Express running i 6.1. These tests were: 

• 100 simulated web-based clients running the classic 17 script benchmark which reflects a mixture 
of Financial, Distribution, and Manufacturing transactions.   

• A workload consisting of two streams containing a total of six UBE jobs.  These tests were 
specifically constructed with guidance from Oracle to ensure that they ran for relatively long 
periods of time to facilitate comparisons.  They process more data than is typical in a customer 
environment so the elapsed times may look longer than expected. 

• A mixed workload including simultaneous execution of the 100 simulated web-based clients and 
the two streams of UBE jobs. 
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Even though the memory and disk configurations were modest, they were not a limiting factor for any of 
these measurements.  For additional information on the workloads and tools, please refer to Appendix 2: 
Benchmark workload. 

 

Test results 

This section provides the results for each of the three scenarios described above.  

Test results for web-based clients workload 

This section describes the results for 100 web-based clients with no UBE workload.  Table 2 shows the 
comparison of performance results for 100 web-based clients running an Oracle defined mixture of 
Financial, Distribution, and Manufacturing transactions.   

 

  IBM System i 
515 Express 

IBM Power 
520 Express 

with i 6.1       

Improvement 
(percent) 

Number of users 100 100  

CPW processor rating 3800 4300 13% more capacity 

Average processor utilization  25.9 17.8 31% better 

Weighted average “OK” button  

Response time (seconds) 

0.318 0.122 62% better 

     Financials user response time 0.140 0.077 45% better 

    Distribution user response time 0.104 0.075 28% better 

    Manufacturing user response time 0.969 0.273 72% better 

Table 2 - Performance comparison for web-based clients 

There are two important observations based on these results 

• The improvement in average processor utilization is significantly greater than the improvement 
coming from the change in CPW rating by itself.  Although it is difficult to allocate this 
improvement to each of the three changes in the environment, analysis of the performance tools 
data indicated that the processor requirements for the web-serving components was down by 
over 30 percent after adjusting for CPW.  This is consistent with a reduction in WebSphere 
Application Server pathlengths and improvements due to a POWER6 processor.  Likewise, 
analysis also indicated that the processor requirements for the EnterpriseOne Application Server 
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jobs were down over 10 percent after adjusting for CPW.  This is consistent with improved 
performance from program conversion and improvements due to a POWER6 processor. 

• The improvement in response times should be viewed cautiously.   In practice, performance 
results were more variable on the baseline configuration so the large improvement shown above 
is probably not representative of a customer environment.    

Test results for UBE workload 

This section describes the results for the UBE workload with no web-based clients.  These results are 
shown in two tables.  Table 3 shows the performance comparison at the system level for the two streams 
of UBE jobs.  Table 4 provides additional detail for that workload, showing the improvement in elapsed 
time for each of the six UBE jobs contained in the two UBE job streams. 

 

 IBM System i 
515 Express 

IBM Power 
520 Express 

with i 6.1       

Improvement 
(percent) 

CPW processor rating 3800 4300 13% more capacity 

Average processor utilization  78.1 83.0  

Elapsed time for all UBE’s to 
complete (minutes) 

62.1 41.5 33% faster 

Table 3 - System performance comparisons for two UBE streams 
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UBE Name 

 

IBM System i 
515 Express 

Baseline 

Elapsed Time 
(minutes) 

IBM Power 520 
Express with i 6. 

 
Elapsed Time 

(minutes) 

Percent 
Improvement 

General Ledger Post - Journal Entry 16.4 12.4 24.5 

General Ledger Post - Voucher Post 12.8 8.3 34.9 

Print Pick Slips – On Line 7.0 5.1 27.4 

Print Purchase Orders 18.8 11.7 37.8 

Apply Receipts to Invoice 22.0 15.2 31.0 

MRP Regeneration 40.2 26.3 34.5 

Time for all UBE jobs to complete 62.1 41.5 33.2 

Table 4 – Elapsed time comparison for two  UBE streams 
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Test results for web-based clients workload plus UBE workload 

This section describes the results for the combined workload with both web-based clients plus the two 
UBE job streams.  These results are shown in two tables.  Table 5 shows the performance comparison at 
the system level for the combined workload.  Table 6 provides additional detail for that workload, showing 
the improvement in elapsed time for each of the six UBE jobs contained in the two UBE job streams. 

 

 IBM System i 
515 Express 

IBM Power 
520 Express 

with i 6.1       

Improvement 
(percent) 

Number of users 100 100  

CPW processor rating 3800 4300 13% more capacity 

Average processor utilization  92.7 92.4  

Elapsed time for all UBE’s to 
complete (minutes) 

79.0 52.0 34% faster 

Weighted average “OK” button  

Response time (seconds) 

0.208 0.157 25% better 

    Financials user response time 0.170 0.100 41% better 

    Distribution user response time 0.119 0.084 29% better 

    Manufacturing user response time 0.434 0.375 14% better 

Table 5 - Performance comparison for 100 web-based clients plus two UBE streams 

There are two important observations based on these results 

• Processor utilization was very similar between the two configurations.   This is because the UBE 
jobs will use whatever processor resources are available after the higher priority jobs are 
serviced. 

• The improvement in elapsed time for the UBE jobs is very comparable between the environments 
with web-based clients only and with the mixed workload.    
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UBE Name 

 

IBM System i 
515 Express 

Baseline 

Elapsed Time 
(minutes) 

IBM Power 
520 Express 

with i 6.1 

 Elapsed Time  
(minutes) 

Percent 
Improvement 

General Ledger Post - Journal Entry 23.8 14.0 41.4 

General Ledger Post - Voucher Post 18.7 10.1 46.0 

Print Pick Slips – On Line 10.6 6.5 38.3 

Print Purchase Orders 18.9 14.9 21.3 

Apply Receipts to Invoice 33.4 19.1 42.7 

MRP Regeneration 45.6 32.9 27.8 

Time for all UBE jobs to complete 79.0 52.0 34.1 

Table 6 - Elapsed time comparison for two  UBE streams running with 100 web-based clients 
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Summary 
The performance measurements documented in this paper again demonstrate the scalability and 
performance of JD Edwards EnterpriseOne on i.  POWER6 based hardware, i 6.1, and WebSphere 
Application Server 6.1 combine to provide a significant set of performance enhancements for both web-
based clients and UBE jobs.  In a test environment of both web-based clients and UBE batch processing, 
these tests yielded an average batch throughput improvement of 34% and a 25% improvement in 
response time.   
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Resources 
The following resources contain additional information which supplements the content of this paper. 

 System i JD Edwards Solutions from Oracle  
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/i/solutions/oracle/ 
 

 Improved Price/Performance for Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne on System i, demonstrating the 
business value of POWER6 processor technology and i5/OS Application Server Licensing  
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP101119 
 

 Benchmark Kit Validation Test for IBM System i5 with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 8.11 SP1  
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP100822 
 

 IBM System i Performance and Tuning Tips for Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 8.12, 
WebSphere 6.0, and WebSphere 6.1 
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP100985 
 

 IBM Power Systems announcement 
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/23795.wss 
 

 i5/OS V6R1 Technical Overview 
https://www-304.ibm.com/systems/support/i/news/v6r1techoverview.html 
 

 Oracle statement of support for IBM i 6.1 (userid and password required) 
http://www4.peoplesoft.com/psdb.nsf/8a8a06594f72ee9888256bae00726172/facead852fbffca088257
4140066bc6a?OpenDocument 
 

 IBM Redbook: IBM i5/OS Program Conversion – Getting Ready for i5/OS V6R1 
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp4293.html?Open 

 

About the author 
Jim Denton has been an IBM Rochester employee since 1981 and has held a variety of positions in 
operating system development and performance analysis on the S/38, the AS400, the System i, and 
Power Systems.    Recent experience includes five years as an SQL developer and a three year 
assignment to the IBM Benchmark and Briefing Center in Montpellier France.  Since 2005, Jim has been 
a member of the ERP development team with the mission of working closely with EnterpriseOne and 
World developers, producing performance benchmarks, and providing performance and tuning guidance 
for EnterpriseOne customers on System i. 

Questions or comments on this paper can be sent to ibmoracl@us.ibm.com. 
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Appendix 1: System and application tuning 
The following describes how i 6.1, WebSphere, and JD Edwards EnterpriseOne were tuned based on the 
published tuning guidelines published and listed above in the Resources section.      

i 6.1 tuning 
 Main storage pools were configured to minimize faulting in the machine pool. 
 Activity levels were set to sufficiently large values to preclude job transitions to ineligible. 
 Websphere Application Server was run in the *BASE pool.   Note that this is customary guidance for 

small configurations but a separate pool is recommended for larger configurations. 
 The *INTERACT pools was used to reduce the amount of memory available to the application. 
 The *BASE pool was cleared using the CLRPOOL command following the restore of the test 

database to avoid giving the UBE jobs an unfair advantage due to data in memory. 
 

WebSphere tuning 
 
 Initial heap size for the Websphere Application Server 6.0 JVM was set to 200 Megabytes based on 

the guideline of specifying 1.5 megabytes per user.   No maximum size was specified. 
 Initial heap size for the WebSphere Application Server 6.1 JVM was set to 436 Megabytes with a 

maximum size of 1744 Megabytes.  This is the “one size fits most” size recommendation. 
 A single JVM was used to support the 100 users in both cases. 

 

EnterpriseOne tuning 
 

 All 100 users used the same i user profile 
 Measurements were run with the following kernel settings 

o 2 Call Object Kernels with multithreading enabled 
 ThreadPoolSize was set to 20  
 ThreadPoolSizeIncrement was set to 1 

o 2 Security Kernels 
o 2 Network Kernels 
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Appendix 2: Benchmark workload  
The following workloads were used as part of this performance assessment.   

EnterpriseOne web-based clients 

Oracle uses Mercury Interactive to generate LoadRunner scripts which simulate web-based clients.  
These scripts can be configured to run large numbers of concurrent users with each user submitting 
business processes at a predefined rate.  These scripts are provided by Oracle to support sizing efforts 
across a commonly used range of applications based on usage models representing a mid-size 
manufacturing company performing a variety of financial, distribution, and manufacturing tasks.  The 
scripts include think time to simulate a user’s typical interaction for a business process such as entering a 
new multi-line sales order.  For further information on the business functions represented please refer to 
Appendix 2: Benchmark workload.   

These scripts are designed to run for approximately one hour.  Response time information is collected 
over the measurement interval from the time all the users are signed on until all users have signed off.  
Response times are measured from the time the user clicks the <OK> button until the HTML response 
page is returned for the final step of a business transaction.   Unless otherwice noted, performance 
information for the server is reported for a 30 minute interval when all the users are active.  The testing 
was conducted in a controlled environment with no other applications running.  

 

Financials 
H0411E – Standard Voucher Entry: User enters two voucher payments against five G/L 
accounts each. User then performs a name search for a supplier and enters a third voucher, 
again applied to five G/L accounts. This business process is performed 10 times in one hour per 
user. 

H0411I – Supplier Ledger Inquiry: User performs two searches on a supplier ID and then opens 
the document for review. This business process is performed 10 times in one hour per user.   

H03B102E – Standard Receipts Entry: User receives payments and applies to the appropriate 
invoices. This business process is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 

H0911E – Journal Entry: User enters two 10-line journal entries. This business process is 
performed 16 times in one hour per user. 

H09210I – Trial Balance/Ledger Comparison: User navigates to Trial Balance/Ledger 
Comparison page and enters search date range and performs the search and compare on two 
different accounts. This business process is performed five times in one hour per user. 

Distribution 
H4114E – Inventory Adjustments: The user performs a 10 line inventory adjustment. This 
business process is performed 20 times in one hour per user. 

H41202I – Summary Availability: The user performs a lookup of an inventory item, and then 
checks for its availability. This business process is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 
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H4310E – Purchase Order Entry: The user enters four 10 line purchase orders.  This business 
process is performed five times in one hour per user. 

H43214I – Open Receipt Inquiry: The user performs a lookup of a specific order number. This 
business process is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 

H4205U – Confirm Shipments: The user confirms an order has shipped. This business process 
is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 

H4210I – Customer Service Inquiry: The user performs a lookup of a customer order. This 
business process is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 

H4210E – Sales Order Entry: The user enters four 10 line sales orders. This business process is 
performed five times in one hour per user. 

Manufacturing 
H3002E – Work Order Entry: The user enters a new work order. This business process is 
performed 20 times in one hour per user. 

H30200I – Single Level Bill of Material Inquiry: The user performs a lookup for an inventory 
item with subsidiary components. This business process is performed 20 times in one hour per 
user. 

H31113U – Work Order Material Issues: The user looks up a work order and revises the 
quantity issued for a particular item. This business process is performed 20 times in one hour per 
user. 

H31114U – Work Order Partial Completions: The user looks up a work order and updates one 
of the line items’ status to completed. This business function is performed 10 times in one hour 
per user. 

H4021I – Supply/Demand Inquiry: The user performs a lookup on a specific item number to 
check its supply and demand. This business function is performed 10 times in one hour per user. 
 

Loadrunner configuration 

All web-based client workload was simulated using the following configuration:  

 Hardware 
o IBM xSeries® 330 
o Two 1.4 Gigahertz Intel® Pentium III Processors 
o 1.75 Gigabytes of memory 

 Software 
o Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server SP4 
o Mercury Interactive LoadRunner 7.8.0.0 
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EnterpriseOne UBE jobs 

The six UBE’s listed below were used to evaluate performance for this document.  Oracle provided input 
on selection criteria to ensure that the UBE would run for a significant amount of time to facilitate a 
comparison of run times and the ability to run the UBE workload during the 30 minute steady state 
reported for web-based clients.   Note that the elapsed times reported in this document are much longer 
than what would be observed in a customer environment.   

Once configured, they were executed by CL programs using the RUNUBE command.  Job queues were 
configured to manage single threaded execution and two threaded execution.   The PRODDTA database 
was refreshed prior to every execution of the test.  The CLRPOOL command was used to ensure that the 
data from the refresh did not reside in memory and thus provide an unrealistic advantage.  

Performance data was gathered using the integrated Performance Monitor and an internal IBM tool 
named TIMEIT which facilitates the collection of elapsed time data. 

These six UBE’s were executed in the following order for single threaded measurements: 

• General Ledger Post - Journal Entry (Batch Application R098001, Version ZJDE0001) 

• General Ledger Post - Voucher Post (Batch Application R098001, Version ZJDE0001) 

• Print Pick Slips – On Line (Batch Application R42520, Version ZJDE0004) 

• Print Purchase Orders (Batch ApplicationR43500, Version XJDE0001) 

• Apply Receipts to Invoice (Batch Application R03B50, Version XJDE0001) 

• MRP Regeneration – Regular (Batch Application R3482, Version ZJDE0004) 

The same six UBE’s were grouped into two streams to evaluate two threaded performance.  The 
grouping was done to ensure that Stream 1 and Stream 2 had similar elapsed run times.  Stream 1 
consisted of the following UBE’s: 

• General Ledger Post - Journal Entry (Batch Application R098001, Version ZJDE0001) 

• General Ledger Post - Voucher Post (Batch Application R098001, Version ZJDE0001) 

• Print Pick Slips – On Line (Batch Application R42520, Version ZJDE0004) 

• Print Purchase Orders (Batch ApplicationR43500, Version XJDE0001) 

Stream 2 consisted of the following UBE’s: 

• Apply Receipts to Invoice (Batch Application R03B50, Version XJDE0001) 

• MRP Regeneration – Regular (Batch Application R3482, Version ZJDE0004) 
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Trademarks and special notices 
© Copyright. IBM Corporation 1994-2008. All rights reserved. 

References in this document to IBM products or services do not imply that IBM intends to make them 
available in every country. 

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, Power Systems, System i, and System p,  are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both:  

Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other 
countries, or both. 

Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the 
United States, other countries, or both.  

Intel, Intel Inside (logos), MMX, and Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States, 
other countries, or both. 

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.  

Information is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. 

All customer examples described are presented as illustrations of how those customers have used IBM 
products and the results they may have achieved. Actual environmental costs and performance 
characteristics may vary by customer. 

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from a supplier of these products, published 
announcement material, or other publicly available sources and does not constitute an endorsement of 
such products by IBM. Sources for non-IBM list prices and performance numbers are taken from publicly 
available information, including vendor announcements and vendor worldwide homepages. IBM has not 
tested these products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, capability, or any other claims 
related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capability of non-IBM products should be addressed to the 
supplier of those products. 

All statements regarding IBM future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without 
notice, and represent goals and objectives only. Contact your local IBM office or IBM authorized reseller 
for the full text of the specific Statement of Direction. 

Some information addresses anticipated future capabilities. Such information is not intended as a 
definitive statement of a commitment to specific levels of performance, function or delivery schedules with 
respect to any future products. Such commitments are only made in IBM product announcements. The 
information is presented here to communicate IBM's current investment and development activities as a 
good faith effort to help with our customers' future planning.  

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled 
environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will experience will vary depending 
upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O 
configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be 
given that an individual user will achieve throughput or performance improvements equivalent to the 
ratios stated here. 
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Photographs shown are of engineering prototypes. Changes may be incorporated in production models. 

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience only and do not in 
any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part 
of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk. 
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